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      This book addresses two of the most current and difficult topics in the contemporary practice of Counselling and Psychotherapy.  Each chapter highlights a different facet of Difference and Discrimination, giving the reader a concise overview of the topics and linking them to clinical practice. An invaluable book for all Counselling and Psychotherapy training programmes as well as providing food for thought to all working in the Mental Health sector.
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      This book helpfully identifies how western-based theories of counselling can impact other cultures.  The book helps us see how our prejudices are often related to projection and fear.  It is clearly written and interesting.  The book is helpful for those in counselling training either as students or tutors.
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      Since I am teaching to counselling psychologists about issues of difference and diversity, this book is extermely relevant and I will recommend it to students.




  
          Dr Angela Loulopoulou




              


    
      



 


 
      excellent for counselling course level 3 Raises refelxctive questions. Accessible to read and use for students and lecturers . Good choice of particular groups to work with critically in discussions. Particularly liked the chapter on mental health and used this effectively in helping studnets to challenge their preconceptions.
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      I was looking at several books in this area . However both myself and another tutor looked at this book and felt it was totally appropriate for the course. it introduces the reader to a range of ideas about power diffenrentials, discrimination in its wider sense etc. as a tutor it led me to examine some of my ideas and values.
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      This is an excellent book for both students and those already in Practice. Marshall offers the challenge of accepting human difference, and at the same time knowing, accepting and exploring our own reactions and bias towards others. A must have for students and those seeking further knowledge or CPD.




  
          Mr Mike Bancroft




              


    
      



 


 
      A valuable text with a jargon free approach that places diversity at the centre of theraputic work. Essential reading for therapists and trainees alike.




  
          Mr John Dixon
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